wearable art
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ZAYAH JEWELLERY EXQUISITE WEARABLE ART
At Zayah, Jewellery is more about Art than Fashion
We create bold, distinctive designs, each with its
own story. Thoughtful pieces and original ideas,
inspired by our personal experiences and influences
We reference cultures, artforms and techniques
from around the globe, blending contemporary and
traditional to create our interpretation of the world
We cater to women looking for memorable, striking,
thought-provoking jewellery
Jewellery that gets talked about, not just admired
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LOOKING
EAST
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SHIBORI
the ancient Japanese textile tie & dye technique

Tie and Dye is a global textile artform prevalent in many
cultures. It is believed to have originated in India over 5,000
years ago with versions later created in China and Japan.
ARASHI SHIBORI is a Japanese pole-wrapping technique
that always create diagonal patterns, evoking images of
falling rain in heavy storms.

SUGAR N SPICE BROOCH
Polymer Clay with Mica Dustingi
FROM THE FLIGHTS OF FANCY COLLECTION

DRIVING RAIN PENDANT
Polymer Clay with Mica Dusting
FROM THE FLIGHTS OF FANCY COLLECTION
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KANJI
the confluence
of two cultures
representing
ancient and
modern
language
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With roots in China and adopted by
Japan, Kanji was used in ancient times
and is also the foundation of the
Modern Japanese Writing System
There is no definitive count of Kanji
characters, but 2-3,000 are in common
use in Japan, from around 50,000 total

SCRIPTING PEACE PENDANT
Polymer Clay with Mica Dusting
FROM THE FLIGHTS OF FANCY
COLLECTION

Mangoes were first
referred to in the
English language in the
16th Century, by Kerala
Spice Traders. Known
in India as Fruit of the
Gods, their leaves are
considered auspicious,
used to decorate
houses at special times

FRUIT OF THE GODS PENDANT
Textured Polymer Clay, Metal Leaf
FROM THE FLIGHTS OF FANCY
COLLECTION
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ANOTHER
PERSPECTIVE

Three-dimensional jewellery is something we
experiment with frequently. Another area we
have explored is how we ‘frame’ our wearable
art, very literally in this case

CUT SHORT BY BOUNDARIES PENDANT
Extruded Metallic Polymer Clay with Gold
Leaf & Mica Dusting
FROM THE FLIGHTS OF FANCY
COLLECTION
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The cuckoo earns its notoriety by
placing its egg in other nests and
getting the host birds to hatch and
look after its young.
It achieves this by imitating the
markings of other eggs so hosts
can’t tell the difference.
Zayah nests are a variety of black
and silver with 3-5 eggs per nest.
In some, all eggs are the same, in
others one is a slightly different hue
to show the cuckoo’s handiwork!

CUCKOO BROOCH & PENDANT
Polymer Clay and Silver Leaf with
Mica dusting
FROM THE FLIGHTS OF FANCY
COLLECTION
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INSPIRED BY NATURE
Peacocks have fascinated us for several thousand years. The blue-green
peacocks are found in India and Sri Lanka, where the males are gifted
with spectacular feathers. These open into a fan, a truly
magnificent sight to behold

PEACOCK NECKLACE & EARRINGS
Turquoise, Lapis Lazuli with
Malachite and Jasper gemstones
with Sterling Silver beads, Silver
coloured tube beads, fiished with a
Clay pendant
FROM THE NATURE’S BEAUTY
COLLECTION
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The Kalahari desert is known in local language as “thirsty
land”. Its shrubs present a spectacular scene with the hints
of dark green against arid and dusty red brown terrain

KALAHARI SHRUBLAND NECKLACE & EARRINGS
Wood, semiprecious Rhyolite ovals & black Lavastone
FROM THE NATURE’S BEAUTY COLLECTION
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QUEEN OF GEMS
GEM OF QUEENS

Isis was the Egyptian Goddess of life and
magic. She was one of the oldest and
most widely worshipped Goddesses, with
almost limitless attributes

ISIS NECKLACE
Lavender Shell Pearls hand knotted on
Silk with Mother of Pearl clasp
FROM THE GODDESS COLLECTION
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Pomona is the Roman goddess of
either fruit trees or fruitful abundance,
depending on the source. Either way,
the burgundy pearls remind us of an
abundance of sumptuous fruit

POMONA NECKLACE & EARRINGS
Freshwater and Shell Pearls
FROM THE GODDESS COLLECTION
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BESPOKE NECKLACE
White Freshwater Pearls
handknotted on Silk
with Sterling Silver clasp
BY SPECIAL ORDER

RIVER THAMES & THE THAMES BARRIER
the view from our studio
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MORE ABOUT ZAYAH

ZAYAH means “Victorious Woman” in Tibetan. We are a young,
British design-led company with a passion for Wearable Art
Our studio is on the banks of the Thames, in one of the UK’s
largest Creative Industry complexes. All our pieces are our own
original designs, painstakingly made in-house by hand
Quality and Customer Delight are priorities for our small company.

PRIYA KURIEN

creative director
zayah jewellery

Every piece arrives beautifully gift-wrapped, accompanied by a
signed Certificate of Authenticity
PRIYA KURIEN is our Creative Director and Founder. She trained
at Central Saint Martins and is a Pearl Graduate of the GIA
(Gemological Institute of America)
Priya has lived and worked in many different countries, learning
to appreciate the joy of diversity and multiple cultures - a key
influence in her creations
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ZAYAH JEWELLERY

exquisite, distinctive jewellery
created by hand in London
enquiries@zayah.co.uk
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